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ABSTRACT
Online review has become one of the most important references for modern consumers to purchase products or service. Based on combing the related literature on credibility of internet public opinions, this paper gives a summary of influence factors of perceived credibility of online reviews through three aspects: the credibility of source, the credibility of channel and the credibility of information. From the angle of online reviews information structure characteristics (including additional reviews vs. one-time reviews), this paper aims to discuss which one has higher perceived credibility, and information quality adjust the differences in perceived credibility.
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INTRODUCTION
The integration of the Internet and information technology has profoundly changed the way in which people share their experiences of shopping, publish and exchange information about products or services [1]. The online word of mouth which users published through the community / forum, social networking sites, blogs / micro-blog and other Internet platforms has become a very valuable source of information for consumers in the purchase decision [2]. The online review, a special form of spreading online word of mouth that the potential or actual consumers posted positive or negative views about products, services and sellers through online shopping websites or third party comments websites [3], plays an important role in eliminating uncertainty of consumers’ cognition and aiding them make effective decision [4]. The online reviews are the information, provided by consumers who have purchased and experienced the product or service, overcoming the shortcomings of the untrusted marketing information from sellers [5]. According to the CNNIC survey, 71.1% of online shopping users believe that the most important factor affecting online shopping consumer decision-making are the online reviews [6]. Consumers do some search to get online reviews to reduce the time of making purchase decision and reduce the risk of purchase [7].

At present, there is the lack of information audit link to release online reviews [8]. Reviewers will likely transfer false or inaccurate information to the consumer [9]. To a certain extent, it disturbs consumers to distinguish comments’ credibility. Online reviews no longer have the characteristics of traditional word of mouth which have the high credibility. Compared to the traditional word of mouth, consumers in the search for online reviews will consider the credibility of the information from more aspects, and will only adopt the online comments they trusted [10].

The credibility of online reviews has been the concern of many scholars. Previous studies about the perceived credibility of online reviews are basically assume that reviews come from different critics, fewer study has involved additional reviews. In the real reputation systems, the reviewers can post the reviews about the same product twice. For example, Taobao.com, which officially launched additional review mechanism in April 2012, the buyer can take effect in the Taobao’s reputation systems within three months after the additional comments, the seller can explain the content of the additional comments, and the content of the additional comments shall not modify, thus more real reflect consumer post-purchase experience.

From the angle of online reviews information structure characteristics (including additional reviews vs. one-time reviews), this paper aims to discuss which one has higher perceived credibility. Can information quality adjust the differences in perceived credibility? This article will revolve around the above problems.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Perceived Credibility of Online Reviews
Credibility refers to the degree of judgment from receiver to communicator, and it may affect the receiver’s perception, attitude and behavior [11]. Perceived credibility of online reviews, refers to the user perceiving the degree of authenticity, reliability, integrity and usability from comment review information in the network environment, especially in the current users’ active participation and interoperability of Web environment [12]. Credibility is one of the important pre-variables that affect the quality of online reviews [13]. Online reviews with high credibility will have a positive impact for users on accepting the comments and making purchase decisions [14].

At home and abroad, the researches on the credibility are divided into three perspectives: the credibility of source, the credibility of channel and the credibility of information [15]. This paper is concerned with the credibility of online reviews, and discusses the impact of online reviews information structure on its credibility.

From the angle of the source, the credibility of source is the judgment on the credibility of the source from information receiver, and it has nothing to do with the information itself. The audience will be more likely to directly accept the recommended
points of view, when the communicators of high reliability transfer information [16]. The research on the credibility of source mainly includes two aspects: the specialty and credibility [17]. At the same time, the social relationship between the information receiver and the source will affect the judgment of the credibility of source [18]. In the online trading market, online reviews are often released by anonymous reviewers, and releasers and the receivers are in a weak relationship state and the network interpersonal trust could be low [19]. Consumers cannot determine the real identity of the publishers and the real motives of releasing online reviews [20]. In reality, it exists that the enterprise or the seller contacts friends and even hires online water army to add positive comments in order to improve the word of mouth and sales, so that it is difficult for consumers to confirm the source credibility of online review information. Therefore, the more detailed personal information disclosure, the stronger perception of the relationship between reviewers, the more reliable reviewers are [21]. According to the theory of Persuasion Communication effect, the acceptance of the information will not be affected by the source, when the audience can separate the source and content of the information [16].

From the angle of the channel, communication of the traditional word of mouth does not require external channels, and online reviews need to rely on the forums, blogs / micro-blogs, third party reviews sites and other Internet platform as a channel for dissemination. Therefore, dependence of consumers on the information dissemination platform and the platform's own characteristics will affect the attitude of consumers on the platform [19]. Users will assess the credibility of the site based on its interface design firstly. If the web page is carefully designed, and provides a reliable interface for the user, it will enhance the users' perception of trust on the platform and push users continue using the platform [22]. Online review platform is divided into marketing platform and third party platform [23]. As for some comments posted on marketing platform, consumers will doubt these with selling intention, and that the platform will manipulate the reviewers to publish information that does not conform to the actual product to reduce the persuasion of the comments [24]. Lee & Youn analysis review platform and doubt these with selling intention, and that the platform will manipulate the reviewers to publish information that does not conform to the actual product to reduce the persuasion of the comments [24]. Lee & Youn analysis review platform and comment the potency of interaction. They think, when the comment information is positive, the platform type will affect consumers' perceived credibility of product reviews; when the review is negative, the platform type has no effect on perceived credibility [25].

From the angle of the information, online reviews are divided into two categories: properties evaluation and simply recommended reviews [26]. Properties evaluation reviews refers to the product specific attributes, performance based on objective information; simply recommended reviews mainly include more subjective emotional factors which based on consumers’ subjective feeling. Compared to the simply recommended reviews, most of properties evaluation reviews are based on the product specific facts, which can help consumers form a clear cognition of product. Consumers will tend to think that it has higher credibility and stronger persuasion. At the same time, the direction of eWOM can also affect perceived credibility. However, the academia does not give a consistent conclusion to the question that which positive or negative online reviews has more influential. When the online reviews of the product are all positive, consumers are likely to think that sellers may manipulate the information intentionally, removing negative online reviews and only providing positive reviews; when there are both positive and negative reviews, it will weaken consumer's suspicions. Therefore, compared to only contains positive online reviews, the combination of positive and negative of the online reviews have higher credibility.

Summarized through the related literature about the perceived credibility of online review, we found that the studies are mostly assumed that reviews come from different reviewers, which do not consider that one reviewers can evaluate twice about the same products. In view of this, this article attempts to use the experimental situation method to improve the research in the field.

**Online Reviews’ Information Quality**

Information objectivity, timeliness, understandability and sufficiency are the factors that affect the quality of information [27]. Based on Lee [28], online review information quality can be divided into high quality and low quality. High quality reviews contains more detailed properties, such as product appearance, function or descriptive information related to the experience, and provide a strong argument. However, low quality information is the low correlation with product evaluation and contains only simple recommendation or statement of information. In view of this, we believe that high quality comment refers to the objective, detailed description of the product attributes, and the information of the products with high correlation; low quality comment refers to the reviewers’ subjective, emotional description of the product, and the description of the product attribute is fuzzy, low correlation with product information.

In the marketing field, argument that the information contained to persuade represents the quality of information. The objective, easier to be understood online information convince stronger persuasion than subjective, emotional information [29]. Reviewers describe more detailed experience of products, adopt the combination of pictures and words expression, the reviews are more convincing, and higher information quality, more easily accepted by consumers. Based on the elaboration likelihood model, Sussman & Siegal build the information adoption model, which explain the relationship between information quality and information usefulness, thus influence consumers’ adoption of information and decision-making process [30]. Cheung et al. applied the adoption model into the eWOM dissemination and communication situation, think that eWOM information quality and usefulness are related, and the quality of eWOM understandability and relevance has significant effects on perceived usefulness [31].
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In conclusion, this paper puts forward the following assumptions:

H1: When the first review is positive, if positive additional reviews is low quality, the difference of perceived credibility between including additional online reviews and one-off online review was not significant.

H2: When the first review is positive, if positive additional reviews is high quality, the difference of perceived credibility between including additional online reviews and one-off online review was significant.

H3: When the first review is negative, no matter the quality of negative additional comments, the difference of perceived credibility between including additional online reviews and one-off online review was significant.
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